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SUMMARY

This paper considers that friction drag
reductions, in aerospace vehic1es, could
result trem the use of external surfaces
thin film coverings with atomic 1eve1
smoothness. The dynamics of the gas-solid
surface interactions, the adsorption
phenomena, and the effects of the surface
atomic structure on adsorption forces are
discussed in arder to identify the most
adequate materiaIs for such an
application. It is concluded that some
heavy transition metal halides and
dichalcogenides, with "Van der Waals"
layered crystalline structures, represent
an adequate starting point for further
research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of molecular beams produced
by singl& crystal surfaces in vacuum, show
in most cases, velocity d~stributions
having zero mean values of the scattered
velocity tangential componente However,
in some cases, such as He scattering by
LiF or Pd 111 surfaces [1], most gas
molecules are elastically scattered
resulting in a non zero mean value.

Also in the last decades, the micro
electronic device technology brought with
it new thin film manufacturing processes
[2], which permit to extrapolate for the
near futura the possibility of obtaining
larga surfaces with atomic lev~l
smoothness.
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These considerations suggest, new
possibilities of friétion drag reductions
in aerospace vehicles [3], that will be
conditioned to:

a) The determination of the thin film
material properties, required to obtain
the elastic scattering of air molecules.

b) The development of manufacturing and
application methods, of larga atomically
smooth thin fi~ surfaces made with these
materiaIs.

Considering the benefits to be obtained in
terms of airplane fuel economias, and low
orbit satellite life-times, the present
work try to investigate the first
condition (a), so that with further
research on (b), the predicted drag
reductions can be experimentally verified.
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2. FRICTION DRAG

In aerodynamics, the component in the flow
direction of' the resultant of alI
tangential to body surface forces, that ia
af friction forces, ia denominated
friction drag.

For elongated and "streamlined" bodies
such as airplanea, the friction drag can
be responsible, at cruising. speed
conditions, for the major part (~round
60%) of the total drag and so of the fue1
consumption.

Even for rather blunt bodies, like
satellites, when in a loworbit, (below
700 Km), and equipped with larga surface
solar panela, the friction drag may be
significative,10 to 20% of the drag, and
so contribute to their orbit decay.

In continuum fluid mechanics, that is
KnudsenNumbers KN < < 1, the friction
forces can be computed for various flows
regimes, using the "Boundary Layer Theory"
[4], which assumes that the relativa fluid
velocity goes to zero at the surface (zero
slip condition, see Fig. 1) and the known
"Newton" equation:

T = ~ . dV/dy
where T is the tangential shear stress,
dV/dy the velocity gradient at the surface
normal direction and ~ is the fluid
viscosity.
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Fig. 1 - Boundary Layer Profiles.
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For rarefied fluid dynamics (KN > 1), the
friction forces à~e computed as function
of the estimated tangential momentum
accommodation coef~icient values, which in
satellite aerodynamics practica1 drag
estimations [5J are usual1y assumed as
unity, that ia: a complete accommodation.

It must be emphasized that in both cases,
either for the boundary layer zero slip
or for the unit accommodation coefficient,
a diffuse reflection of the fluid by the
surface, with zero mean value for the
tangential reflected velocities of the
fluid molecules, is implicitly assumed.

Any possible deviation of this condition
towards a more elastic lobular or
"specular" reflection (see Fig. 2) wil1
modify these assumptions and result in
lower friction force values.
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Fig. 2 - Molecular Beam Scattering

3. DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS

3.1 Mass Effects:

Although the dynamic interactions between
atoms and molecules and solid surfaces
have been extensively studied [6J this is
a rather complex subject, which explains
the difterent theoretical modela and some
conflicting experimental resulta found.

The classical mechanics modela, such as
"hard cubes", "soft cubes", etc, suppose a
zero tangential -momentum transfer and a
simple and accurate model giving the
theqretical computation of the tangential
mo~ntum accommodation, seem not to be
avaiJ-able.

Elaborate numerical simulations [7) and
dissipative quantum phenomena [8), such as

electron bole pair, etc., are to be
considered to obtain-quantitative resulta.

A simple, but crude approach is the use of
the classic "Baule" rigid spheres model
[lJ, which allow the evaluation of the
energy açcommodation coefficient as a
function of gas temperature and of the gas
and solid atomic masses.

Due to any tangential to normal, and
translational to rotational, momentum
transfere dúring gas molecules surface
collisions,a low energyaccommodation does
not imply a low tangential accommodation,
but nevertheless, it is a necessary
condition for it.

The IIBaule" model shows that in Qrder to
increase the elastic reflections, the
solid surface atoms must be much heavier
than the gas atoms, and molecules, and it
explains elastic scattering resulta
obtained in vacuum, for helium on different
single crystal surfaces.

The effects of the atomic layers below the
surface is more evolved and is related to
the "phonon" characteristics of the solid
substrate.

An extension of the previous mechanical
reasoning, indicates that heavier inner
atoms, in particular if strongly bonded to
surface atoms, will contribute to the
reduction of .phonon" excitations and to
reduce the energy accommodation.

The conclusion is that for aerodynamic
drag reduction purRoses, only materiais
with heavy surface atoms and high specific
densities shall be investigated.

3.2 Contamination Effects

Another very important aspect, which comes
trem the study of the dynamic interactions,
is the effect of the presence of adsorbed
species on the surface.

In scattering experimenta with elastic
reflections, thê contamination of the
surface, including the adsorption of
lowenergy gas atoms and molecules, lead
to the reduction in the intensity of these
elastic reflections.

In ali practical applications at normal
atmospheric conditions, the surface
contamination by the air constituents,
including wàter molecules and solid
dust particle of ali gizes and shapes, is
unavoidable.

A partial solution to this problem seems
to be the reduction of the surface
adsorption forces. The reasoning is that
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the reduction of adsorption forces and oi
their tangential component, will reduce
the contamination leveI, and algo result
in loosely adsorbed species that could
easily "slip" along the surface ,'~wi th lesa
momenturn exchange.

4. ADSO~TION FORCES

4.1 Surface Energy
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Fig. 3 - Surface potential and melting
point correlation.
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Fig. 4 - Analyzed adsorption sites surface
geometries.

Research in which the surface energy is a
key property, is most related to techno-
logical processes such as catalysi~, paint
ing, bonding, etc. and have opposed objec=
tives to that of the present work, that i5,
the searc'h of how to increase the ad50rp-
tion forces.

A strong correlation exista between the
surface energy and the melting heat, and
between the surface potential and the
melting point of materiaIs, as shown in
Fig 3, for the surface potential of the
metallic elernents [2].

Some layered crystaline materiaIs have
only"Van der Waals" banda acting between
their layers, and for which surfaces, the
surface energy levels are much lower than
those of otherwise oriented surfaces.

These "Van der Walls. banda being function
of atoms and molecu1es polarizabilities
are weaker for non polar and low
polarizability substrata.

4.2 Surface Structure .

In arder to verify the effects of the
surface atomic structure on the adsorption
forces and on its tangential component, a
simplified nurnericalmedel was elaborated,
using substrate atoms fixed at lattice
positions (neglecting the therrnalmotion).

A "6-12 Lenard Jones. [9] type interaction
potential was assumed to act between these
substrate atoms and a surface adsorbed
atem, and the resultant force was computed
by simple summation. This is acceptable
for weak interactions.

HCP, FCC, BCC and ~hetraedral solids,
without any surface reconstruction (Fig.
4) and three different ratios of the
external ("RO"), to the internal (lia.)
equilibriurn distance, have been
investigated (RO/a = 0.7, 1.0 and 1.4).

From the resulta, some of which are shown
in Fig 5 to 6, it was concluded that, for
the same interaction potential pararneters:

- The crystaltype has a minar influence
on the normal component of the
adsorption force and thus on the
adsorption energy.

- The tangential component of the
adsorption force and thus the energy for
moving the adsorbed atem along the
surface, are greatly influenced by the
surface structure. Theyare lower for
some surface directions and minirnizedby
closed packed (HCPOOOl) arrangements.
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Fig. 5 - Adsorption force normal
components.
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Fig. 6 - Adsorption force tangential
component and equi1ibrium
position above surfaces.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that, for aerodynamic
friction drag reduction purposes, the
materiais to be choosed for further thin
film man~acturing research, shall have,
besides, obviously, a chemical stability
with respect to air constituents:

- High atomic and molecular weight.

- Low surfaqe energy, that ia: low melting
ar sublimating temperature, low
polarizability, and "Van der Waals"
layered structure.

- Closed packed atoms surface structure.

These properties are easy to be found
alone, but few materiais combine all them,
as is the case for some halides and di-
chalcogenides of heavy transition metais.

fn
Examples are bismuth, triodide and tungsten
diselenide, but the most natural candidate
for research is tungsten disulfide (molib-
denite), well known by its solid lubricant
properties.

To extend the present single crystal
epi taxial growth laboratory technologies,
using these lowadherent materiais [10]
[11], to large engineering surface coating
processes, without doubt will represent, a
formidable molecular engineering challenge.
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